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Second & Third Level
This learning pathway establishes what 
climate change is by examining the 
underlying science as well as stories 
of people who have been directly 
affected by it. Pupils will then build on this 
knowledge by exploring what countries 
and governments are doing to combat 
the impacts through events like COP26, 
and identify what can be achieved 
through individual and collective action.

Climate Change & COP26

Curriculum links

Second Level:
I can discuss the environmental impact of 
human activity and suggest ways in which 
we can live in a more environmentally-
responsible way.   
SOC 2-08a

By comparing my local area with a 
contrasting area outwith Britain, I can 
investigate the main features of weather 
and climate, discussing the impact on living 
things. 
SOC 2-12a

I can use evidence selectively to research 
current social, political or economic issues. 
SOC 2-15a

I can analyse how lifestyles can impact on 
the environment and Earth’s resources and 
can make suggestions about how to live in a 
more sustainable way.   
TCH 2-06a

Third Level:
I can identify the possible consequences of 
an environmental issues and make informed 
suggestions about ways to manage the 
impact. 
SOC 3-08a

I can use my knowledge of current social, 
political or economic issues to interpret 
evidence and present an informed view.
SOC 3-15a

I can explain some of the processes which 
contribute to climate change and discuss the 
possible impact of atmospheric change on 
the survival of living things.   
SCN 3-05b
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2. What is caused by climate 
change?
Refresh your knowledge of the greenhouse 
effect and learn what some of the impacts 
of climate change will be in the UK and 
beyond with the Met Office (the UK’s 
national weather service) and a climate 
scientist. Video

Read about the potential risks of a planet 
that gets more than 1.5°C hotter, and come 
up with inventions that would help humans 
and animals adapt to living with the 
environmental changes. Resource

Climate change can increase the regularity 
and severity of disasters such as hurricanes, 
floods and wildfires. Play this game made 
by the UN to discover ways to protect 
people against these dangers. Resource

3. What are people doing to 
combat climate change?
Learn what COP is, why COP26 was an 
especially important event, and think about 
why this was an exciting opportunity for 
Scotland. Resource

Watch this video explaining why climate 
change is a complicated problem and 
some of the major things world leaders will 
be thinking about and discussing at COP26.

Scientists around the world are researching 
loads of exciting and creative ways to fight 
back against climate change. Play a game 
of Science of Fiction to learn about what 
amazing things can be achieved when 
scientists work together. Resource

Work in small groups to put on your own 
COP! Different countries have different 
priorities when it comes to fighting against 
climate change. Can you come to an 
agreement where everyone is happy? 
Resource

4. What can I do to combat 
climate change?
If world leaders, countries and other big 
groups can combat climate change, what 
can individuals do? Read this to get some 
ideas of easy things you can try to help.
Resource

Check out our Young Climate Activist 
booklet, full of information all about young 
people leading the Fridays for Future 
movement across the world, and activities 
to help you identify how you can take 
action against climate change. Resource

Complete a follow-up survey to identify 
what new things you’ve learned about 
climate change and think about what you 
might like to do next. Resource

1. What is climate change?
Complete a survey to identify what the 
class knows about climate change, and 
what they want to find out. Resource

Watch a short video to find out what the 
root cause of climate change is, and the 
role humans play in it. Video

Looking at the pictures, try and work out 
what produces greenhouse gases (sources) 
and which things absorb them (sinks), and 
how they do it. Resource

Read some stories of indigenous 
communities around the world to see 
examples of how climate change directly 
can affect people directly. Then, make 
your own poster all about projects they are 
involved in. Resource

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u2UVmqrdC4I
https://www.dynamicearthonline.co.uk/resources/what-might-a-hotter-planet-look-like%3F
https://www.stopdisastersgame.org/
https://fc8b1823-210a-485b-b2b1-337f4abade3b.filesusr.com/ugd/32ec29_7e18b5f223e84f358a0265b7bbe4cf76.pdf?index=true
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wbR-5mHI6bo
https://fc8b1823-210a-485b-b2b1-337f4abade3b.filesusr.com/ugd/32ec29_4594f25c2c9a40598ebb74cc9cf23f7e.pdf
https://fc8b1823-210a-485b-b2b1-337f4abade3b.filesusr.com/ugd/32ec29_69c3e7951f534a2784db7ce1b09928bd.pdf
https://www.dynamicearthonline.co.uk/resources/what-can-i-do-to-fight-climate-change%3F
https://fc8b1823-210a-485b-b2b1-337f4abade3b.filesusr.com/ugd/32ec29_ad60a6c70bf6413fa73cee84634a1354.pdf
https://fc8b1823-210a-485b-b2b1-337f4abade3b.filesusr.com/ugd/32ec29_2474a9e18d48468389f1137f6abf126b.pdf
https://fc8b1823-210a-485b-b2b1-337f4abade3b.filesusr.com/ugd/32ec29_2474a9e18d48468389f1137f6abf126b.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jji2IBi2YiQ
https://fc8b1823-210a-485b-b2b1-337f4abade3b.filesusr.com/ugd/32ec29_33524c2ae88646a1adcf50e4fb689309.pdf
https://fc8b1823-210a-485b-b2b1-337f4abade3b.filesusr.com/ugd/32ec29_b1595cfca1764d459140ca13617a4661.pdf?index=true

